Introduction
A timetabling problem can be de ned as the scheduling of a certain number of lectures, which are to be attended by a speci c group of students and given by a t e a c her, over a de nite period of time. Each lecture requires certain resources (rooms, overheads,. . .) in limited number and must ful ll certain speci c requirements. In particular, automatic building of timetables is extremely di cult because of the diversity of the constraints that must be taken into account.
The most usual methods to solve this problem are inherited from Operations Research such as graph coloring 14, 1 5 , 1 9 , 2 0 ] and mathematical programming 19, 20] , from local search procedures such a s s i m ulated annealing and Tabu search 3 0 , 3 1 , 1 0 , 1 1 ] or from Genetic Algorithms 13] . These well-known and widely used methods have g i v en good results. But, OR inherited methods generally lack exibility (i.e modifying the data may lead to the necessity o f reconsidering the initial model) moreover it is di cult to nd a model which includes all the constraints. For local search methods (where most of the constraints are put in the objective function) or for Genetic Algorithms (where the constraints are active in the tness function), the user frequently obtains solutions by tuning rather than by de ning his own search strategy dedicated to the problem.
Constraint Logic Programming is based upon the integration of Constraint Solving and Logic Programming. This combination helps make Constraint Logic Programming programs both expressive and exible, and in some cases, more e cient than other kinds of programs.
Constraint Logic Programming over Finite Domains (CLP) is based upon the integration of CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problems) approach i n a L o g i c Programming scheme (Prolog). It bene ts from the results obtained in the AI community in CSP (domains, consistency techniques, ltering algorithms, search strategies, .. . ) embedded in a Logic Programming scheme. Thus, the user is provided with a uniform framework in order to both model his problem (constraints) and develop his own search methods (labeling). It has already been proved that CLP is successful in tackling many c o m binatorial optimization problems such as planning, scheduling, resource allocation, assignment problems, . . . 4 , 7 , 1 7 , 21, 22, 23, 38, 39] .
The aim of this paper is to show h o w C L P ) i s w ell suited for solving Timetabling Problems. Particularly, the declarativity of the CSP formalism improves the exibility (heterogeneous constraints can be directly handled). Moreover, the CLP paradigm gives the ability to rapidly design e cient search procedures.
In this paper, we rst present di erent a p p r o a c hes used for solving timetabling problems. Then, we describe the Timetabling problem of our institute in our University. After a brief description of the CLP programming language CHIP, w e present our approach for solving timetabling problems. Finally, w e g i v e some hints on how to relax constraints.
Solving timetabling problems
General timetabling problems can be de ned as the scheduling of a set of lectures which several groups of students must attend, over a preset period of time, using certain resources and satisfying a certain set of constraints. Many researchers 15, 20] have dealt with this problem since the fties. And nowadays this problem continues to be studied because of its variety and its complexity 12, 46, 47] . In this section, we present OR solution techniques to solve this problem, the genetic algorithms approach, an example of Tabu search and some work in the CSP community.
OR approaches
Graph Coloring. The timetabling problem which consists in scheduling a set of lectures over p periods is equivalent to a graph vertex coloring problem 20, 15, 14, 19] where:
{ Each lecture (a pair (class teacher)) makes a vertex, { Two v ertices are connected if the associated lectures share a student o r a teacher.
Then, we m ust nd a vertex coloration using a maximumof p colors. Vertices colored with a same color are associated with classes which t a k e place at the same time. We k n o w that the problem of the existence of a graph vertex p-coloring (using atmost p colors) is NP -Complete when p 3.
We cannot introduce easily all types of constraints (e.g. precedence among lectures, allocation of a room to each lecture) in this modeling. Furthermore, crucial information about the nature of the constraints is lost. An edge can represent the fact that a student m ust attend two lectures, as well as the fact that two lectures must take place in the same room or that they need the same teacher.
Flow problems. Edge graph coloring problems can be solved with heuristics concerning max-ow problems 19, 20] . In this case, we assign to the problem a directed graph the vertices of which are the classes and the teachers. We c r e a t e an arc (C i T j ) if the teacher T j gives a lecture to the class C i . W e i n troduce a vertex s and arcs (s C i ) f o r e a c h C i as well as a vertex t and arcs (T j t ) for each T j . A path from s to t is associated to a lecture.
Each arc receives a lower and an upper bound (see For example, consider the timetabling problem which consists of m teachers and n classes. Each t e a c her T j gives R ij lectures to the class C i . The lectures must be scheduled in " periods of time. Let x ijk be the variable whose value is 1 if the teacher T j gives a lecture to the class C i at time k and 0 otherwise. The timetabling constraints are:
Equation (1) models that all the lectures must be scheduled, and equation (2) that a t e acher cannot give more than one lecture at a time. Equation (3) ensures that a student cannot attend more than one lecture at a time.
In order to reduce the problem size, it is possible to rede ne the variables by grouping students, rooms or lectures. 41, 42] propose such a transformation. Next, they use a Lagrangean Relaxation method. However, this method which is quite complex only applies to the speci c problem we w ant to solve, in spite of a certain reduction of the problem complexity. I f w e add constraints or modify the problem, we m ust reconsider the entire analysis.
Genetic Algorithms
We present here the works of 13]. In analogy with the reproduction of living beings, the process starts with an initial population of solutions.
A random population of feasible timetables is created thanks to a graph coloring algorithm 13]. Each timetable is evaluated according to a set of criteria e.g. the length of the timetable, how m a n y s t u d e n ts have t o s i t t wo exams in a row o r h o w m a n y u n used seats there are. Each solution is coded with a chromosome: a vector of symbols whose length is 2N (number of exams), divided in N contiguous pieces containing two genes. The two genes of the i th piece represent the period and the room of the exam number i.
The mutation operator randomly changes the period and the room the exam is to be held in, still maintaining a feasible timetable. The cross-over operator takes a pair of timetables, selecting the early exams from one and the late exams from the other to produce a new timetable. A new population is thus generated. The process will be repeated until a good solution is found.
The tness function includes three criteria: the length of the timetable, the number of con icts (when a student m ust take t wo exams in a row), the spare capacity i n e a c h of the rooms.
Genetic algorithms can have good results 13] and nd e cient solutions. However, all the parameters must be determined through experimentation. Furthermore, they do not have a n y guarantee of convergence.
Tabu search
Tabu search 3 0 , 31] is an e ective local search method which m o ves step by step from one initial solution of a combinatorial optimization problem towards a solution which is expected to be optimal or near-optimal. For each solution s, s u c h a method requires the de nition of a neighborhood V (s), consisting of solutions which can be reached in one step from s. The basic step is to move from the current solution s to the best solution s of V (s), even if it is not better than s. A tabu list T is used to avoid cycling. It acts as a short-term memory by storing a description of the NTlast moves or solutions. When exploring V (s) to nd s , T is scanned to avoid the so-called tabu moves which could bring the search back to a previous iteration. The procedure stops after a maximum number of iterations and outputs the best solution found.
J.P. Bou et 10, 1 1 ] implements such a method to solve a timetabling problem. He transforms his problem into a graph coloring problem in which t h e vertices are the lectures and the edges the constraint s . A w eight is assigned to each constraint. The problem is then to nd a p-coloring which minimizes a multiobjective function. To do this, Bou et uses a tabu search on a graph coloring problem inspired by d e W erra's techniques 32]: each v ertex is given one of the p allowed colors. This assignment m a y not be a coloring (if some adjacent v ertices are assigned the same color). The idea is to minimize the con icts (two adjacent v ertices with the same color) by exploring the neighborhood of the initial solution (modi cation of the color of a node) .
Constraint Satisfaction Problems
A CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) can be de ned as:a p r oblem composed of a nite set of variables, each of which is associated with a nite domain, and a set of constraints that restricts the values the variables can simultaneously take.
T h e t a s k i s t o a s s i g n a v a l u e t o e ach variable satisfying all the constraints. 4 3 ] Several methods are used to solve C S P , from ltering algorithms to hybrid algorithms 26, 43] . We will see in the following sections how to use CSP techniques to solve real timetabling problems.
Our problem
The IMA (Institute of Applied Mathematics) provides a ve y ears training after the French Baccalaureate. The rst three years require a weekly timetable whereas the last two are yearly organized. In order to simplify the presentation, we will only speak about the weekly timetables.
The rst three years represent 160 students (60-50-50). Most of the taught subjects are divided into lectures, practical classes given by t e a c hers (called TDE) and practical classes given by students (called TDM). A 4 hour period is reserved each w eek for examination. A few lectures are independent o f o u r institute. Complete groups attend lectures, whereas half-or one-third groups attend TDE and TDM. Finally, all lectures take place in 8 di erent rooms with various capacities.
The whole problem can be stated according two t ypes of constraints: general constraints and speci c constraints.
General constraints are: C 0 { A teacher can only give one lecture at a time.
C 1 { A room can only host one lecture at a time. C 2 { A student can only attend one lecture at a time. C 3 { Room capacities must be respected. C 4 { A few lectures are xed. C 5 { T eachers have d a ys or hours of non availability.
Speci c constraints are: C 6 { T w o lectures about a same subject must not be scheduled the same day. C 7 { Lectures can only begin after 8 am and must end before 8 pm. C 8 { A teacher may not teach more than 6 hours a day. C 9 { Lunches need one and a half hours and must begin between 11.45 am and 12.45 am. C 10 { T D M s m ust not be scheduled in parallel with third year student's lectures. C 11 { TDMs of a same subject must be scheduled at the same time for the onethird groups, also TDEs of a same subject must be scheduled at the same time for the half-groups. C 12 { As far as possible, all lectures of the same group must be scheduled in a same room. Cosytec 18, 24, 44] . The CHIP language can handle constraints over three distinct domains: nite domains, booleans and rationals. We brie y present the nite domains which w ere used for our application.
Numerical and symbolic constraints
Each constrained variable has a domain (set of scalar values) which m ust be declared a priori. CHIP provides the usual numerical constraints: equality ( #=), dis-equality ( #\=), inequalities (#<, #<=,#>,#>= The domain of the variables are reduced according to classical consistency techniques (Arc Consistency (AC)) and ltering algorithm (look ahead or partial look ahead). The usual interpretation of this constraint is a single resource scheduling problem. The S i s represent the starting times of the tasks, the D i s are the durations and the R i s the amount of resource needed by e a c h t a s k . L is the total amount of resource available at each instant of time. The cumulative constraint ensures that, at each instant of time i of the schedule, the consumed amount of resource cannot exceed the limit L. This is a simpli ed presentation of the cumulative constraint w h i c h o wns in fact 8 arguments 18].
The cumulative constraint
Let us consider three major uses of the cumulative constraint 1 ]. 1. Considering gure 1, there are three tasks to schedule: the rst task uses one unit of the resource during four consecutive periods tasks 2 and 3 use two units during respectively two and three periods. At a n y time the total amount of resource used by the di erent tasks is always less than or equal to 3. 2. For gure 2, all the tasks durations are equal to one. This particular case corresponds to the bin-packing problem 40]: m bins of xed capacities and n objects of xed size to put in these bins. 3. The third example (see gure 3) does not allow a c u m ulative amount o f resource greater than 1. This corresponds in scheduling to the problem of tasks that cannot be executed at the same time because they share the same resource, the so called disjunctive tasks.
Solving our timetabling problem
The usual development of an application over nite domains consists of modeling the data and the domain variables, thus imposing the constraints, and nally de ning the labeling strategy. W e follow this pattern in our presentation. The hour of beginning of each lecture is then represented twice. The choice between these representations depends on their tting to the expression of the corresponding constraint. The link between them is maintained by the constraint: Qh = 48*(Day-1) + Hour. T o model breaks (a quarter of an hour) between lectures, we h a ve c hosen to include them at the beginning of each lecture. So, the length of each lecture is increased of a quarter of an hour.
Data representation

Constraints modeling
In this section, we describe our problem in terms of CSP using the built-in constraints provided by C H I P .
The problem consists of 90 lectures and 500 constraints (110 of them are cumulative constraints).
Some constraints can be expressed directly: C 13 is taken into account in the data. C 4 and C 11 are expressed by an equality constraint. C 5 and C 7 are expressed by domains restrictions. C 9 is expressed by creating virtual lectures for lunches.
The other constraints are expressed by the symbolic constraints of CHIP, and especially by the cumulative constraint: C 0 for each t e a c her, we set the disjunction of all his lectures by the cumulative constraint. Let ListQh and ListLength be respectively the list of the starting quarters of the lectures given by a teacher, and the list of the lengths of these lectures. The constraint is written:
where ListOf1 is a list with the same length that ListQh but only composed of 1s. Thus, we consider each lecture as a task to perform with a resource (the teacher) whose capacity is of course one. C 1 C 2 C 10 The modeling of C 1 , C 2 and C 10 is based on the same principle as the one of C 0 by considering that each lecture is a task whose execution needs one unit of a resource of capacity 1 . I n C 1 , this resource is a room, in C 2 , a group of students and in C 10 a s t u d e n t. C 6 constraint claims, by t h e alldifferent/1 predicate, that two lectures on a same subject cannot occur the same day. C 8 is also expressed by the cumulative constraint: for each t e a c her, the length of the lectures he gives and the Day variables associated are collected into two lists. The constraint is then given by: cumulative(ListOfDays, ListOf1, ListOfLength, R). The teacher is considered as a resource of capacity R=4*6 hours and the lectures are the elementary tasks that consume an amount o f resource equal to their length. C 12 is taken into account during the labeling by t h e indomain2/2 predicate which tries to assign a lecture into the room assigned to its group.
Notice that for C 0 , C 1 , C 2 and C 10 , t h e c u m ulative constraint expresses disjunctive constraints but for C 8 it's a capacity constraint.
Labeling
We tried several enumeration strategies. We only present four of them to illustrate our work. The rst two are basic strategies in the CSP community. The third and fourth, inherited from OR, apply the rst-t decreasing principle, a well known method for solving bin-packing problems 40]. naive2 : a t e a c h step, the lecture chosen is the longest one (in case of equality, the first_fail principle is used). The va l u e s o f t h e v ariables are selected by the indomain/1 predicate. rst t1 : each lecture is selected by t h e first_fail principle. The day w i t h the shortest length of lectures (for the corresponding group) is assigned to it. The hour is selected by t h e indomain/1. rst t2 : a t e a c h step, the lecture chosen is the longest one (in case of equality, the first_fail principle is used). The day and hour are selected as in first_fit1.
First results
The rst two labeling strategies leave us without solution after 48 hours of computation time, whereas the last two rst-t strategies give us a solution in two seconds. This is due to the fact that a naive labeling places the lectures at the beginning of the week. Impossibilities appear then very late and cause a lot of useless backtracks. First-t enumeration spreads lectures uniformly over the week. The resulting timetable is then well-balanced for the students.
The weekly timetable for the year 1993-1994 is computed in 2 seconds of cpu time thanks to the first_fit2 enumeration. We tested the accuracy of our approach b y l o wering the length of a working day. Initially a working day begins at 8 am and ends at 8 pm. When we set the beginning time at 8.45 am and the nishing time at 7.30 pm, we still have solutions (in about 2{5 s -100 backtracks). If we try to reduce the working day further, the program has not found any solution in less than 5 minutes (> 30000 backtracks).
Those results show the importance of a user de ned labeling in the CLP framework. The CSP community is also aware of this view point. As quoted by E. Tsang 43] , one important issue is the ordering in which the variables are labeled and how the orderings could a ect the e ciency of the search strategies signi cantly. The OR community is also aware o f t h i s c onclusion: we can simply think about a graph coloring problem for which exists an ordering of the vertices which allows a simple coloration method t o p erform good r esults.
Extensions
We h a ve tested our approach upon another institute in our University for which we had to schedule about sixty lectures (the constraints are similar). A rst-t labeling strategy nds solutions in similar computation times (2{5 s).
These two institutes share common lectures, so, we tried a global solving of the timetabling problem, i.e. 165 lectures in 11 di erent rooms. Our program does not nd any solution after 2 days of computing time for this problem. But, we are able to rapidly produce solutions by m a n ually relaxing a few constraints (2{3) about teachers' availabilities.
The person who really builds the timetables in the two institutes considers that there is no feasible solution for the global problem under all the previously speci ed constraints. When he builds the timetables, he has to overcome several types of constraints and manually relax them depending on the lectures or teachers involved.
Constraint Relaxation
We said before that the global timetabling problem has no solution, thus, it seems very important to include a constraints relaxation system in an automated timetabling system. The fact that a solution exists in case of the manual relaxation of certain constraints (as we said above) and probably no feasible solution for the complete problem exists, comforts us in our position. We will, in the following sections, brie y survey about constraint relaxation in a logic programming environment and we will present o u r w orks.
Basic concepts
The majority of the concepts about constraint relaxation in a PLC scheme were introduced in 9], and 29] proposed a rst theoretical framework.
In constraint relaxation problems, one must introduce a sort of hierarchy upon constraints. A weight is then proposed for each constraint. This weight allows the setting of a partial order relation between constraints. The lower the value of the weight, the more important the constraint is. Thus, constraints with weight 0 are called mandatory constraints, and those with a strictly positive weight are called preferred constraints.
A substitution (values for variables) which satis es all the required constraints and which satis es the preferred constraints in the best possible way with respect to a given comparator is called a solution. Thus, we are searching a maximal (to a given criteria) sub problem of the initial problem. This sub problem must have solutions.
To a c hieve constraint relaxation, one must answer three main questions:
{ w h e n exactly during the computation do we h a ve to use constraint relaxation, { which constraint d o w e need to relax in order to obtain a consistent s u b problem, { h o w do we h a ve to perform the relaxation of the chosen constraint.
Former answers
As far as we k n o w, no system is able to e ciently answer all the questions we raised above. In the literature, we i d e n ti ed two systems which fully answered the three questions but they were too simple for the kind of problems we w ant to solve 9, 33] . The others only answer one or two questions. In in 19, 35] the who is answered using responsibility b e t ween constraint o r b e t ween variables to determine a good constraint to relax. In 19] t h e when ins asnwered using global consistency techniques. Nevertheless, those systems show g o o d w ays of works. Thus, it seems quite evident that before using a constraint relaxation module, we have to identify an inconsistency in the constraints system. Moreover, to choose the constraint that we h a ve to relax to obtain a solution, we m a y try to identify the constraints responsible for the inconsistency. Finally, w e found a way t o a n s w er the how question in the ideas proposed in the dynamic CSP community 5 , 6, 34, 37] . Let us recall that a dynamic CSP is a CSP in which constraints can be added or retracted during the computation. Besides, we think that the incremental system to interpret Prolog from 45] seems very interesting.
More global approaches were proposed in 25, 2 8 ] . Those approaches transform the original constraint relaxation problem into an optimization problem. This new problem is then solved with a classical branch and bound technique. We think this approach does not allow t h e i n tervention of the user during the process and thus seems unsatisfactory.
Our works
The aim of our work is to propose a complete constraint relaxation system. We started with a system which tried to make s o m e o f t h e a b o ve described propositions work together. We obtained a system which, when a Prolog fail occurred, used a constraint relaxation module using the identi cation techniques presented in 35] (The search of a dependence graph between constraints). This system, named FELIAC, has been implemented 8] a b o ve an incremental system which used ideas from 45].
We tried then to de ne a more uni ed system to solve the constraint relaxation problem. Thus, we w orked on the ATMS (Assumption-based Truth Maintenance Systems) philosophy 2 7 ] to obtain a new system.
This new system associates a justi cation with each r e m o val of a value from a v ariable during the computation. This justi cation will allow an easy identi cation of the causes of the removal of the value. Thus, in the case of an inconsistency, the recorded justi cations lead to the identi cation of constraints responsible for the failed computation. We can then resume the computation erasing the e ects of the removed constraint (to achieve this, we j u s t h a ve t o state that the justi cations depending on this constraint are no longer valid). We m ust add that all the preferred constraints are considered as ATMS suppositions and then can be added or removed easily. So the ATMS approach c a n provide a complete constraint relaxation system. We are currently working on more improvements in our new system.
Conclusion
Our experience shows how timetabling problems can be e ciently solved by t h e CLP approach. Our experience highlights the CLP scheme capability o f c o m bining both CSP and OR approaches. As shown in this paper, one can declaratively state the problem in terms of constraints and de ne e cient search strategies inherited from OR works. This declarative capability needs high level constraints. De ning such constraints is only possible by importing OR works and techniques in CLP 2, 3 , 1 6 , 36] . This illustrates the huge capacity of prototyping an implementation of real-life applications in constraint logic programming 38, 3 9 ] . Moreover, the conciseness of the programs and the short development times leads us to rapidly develop alternative v ersions. Indeed, various heuristics have been developed, tested and validated in a very short development time.
Our experience points out the importance of introducing Constraint R e l a xation in CLP. Indeed, various timetabling problems (and other real-life problems) can be found to be over-constrained. The development facility of the CLP paradigm is not su cient, it has to be extended for Constraint Relaxation. Thus, we are currently working on the embedding of Constraint Relaxation into CLP languages. At the moment, we are implementing our new general model based upon ATMS and validating it using timetabling problems.
